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Figure 1: Tropical forest from La Selva Biological Research Station in Costa Rica. Bottom, a standard rendering of an airborne
forest LiDAR point-cloud, with a photographic texture map. Top, our point-based rendering adds silhouettes, occlusion and
shadow mapping to enhance the structure of the complex forest canopy, particularly gaps.
Abstract
Airborne Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) is an increasingly important modality for remote sensing of
forests. Unfortunately, the lack of smooth surfaces complicates visualization of LiDAR data and of the results
of fundamental analysis tasks that interest environmental scientists. In this paper, we use multi-pass point-cloud
rendering to produce shadows, approximate occlusion, and a non-photorealistic silhouette effect which enhances
the perception of the three-dimensional structure. We employ these techniques to provide visualizations for evalu-
ating two analysis techniques, tree segmentation and forest structure clustering.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS):
I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation—Viewing algorithms
1. Introduction
One of the challenges environmental scientists confront as
part of the process of documenting, mitigating, and adapt-
ing to climate change is monitoring the status of forests and
jungles. Detailed information about forest health and struc-
ture is needed to monitor deforestation and/or reforestation
efforts, and to protect warmer and dryer forests from wildfire
and infestation. The three-dimensional point cloud informa-
tion produced by airborne Light Detection And Ranging (Li-
DAR) is an important source of information; see [HHL∗08]
† This paper has been downloaded from http://idav.ucdavis.edu/.
The definitive version is available at http://diglib.eg.org/.
for a fairly recent review of LiDAR analysis in forestry. New
initiatives, such as the airborne LiDAR component in the
massive US NSF National Ecological Observatory Network
(NEON) [Nat12] project, emphasize the increasing need for
LiDAR analysis tools.
Exploratory visualization of forest LiDAR and of the re-
sults of analyses are both important tasks. They are not
straightforward since the three-dimensional point clouds
produced by forest LiDAR essentially contain no smooth
surfaces, except for the ground, so many point-based ren-
dering techniques, particularly involving normals or splats,
are not useful. We use a combination of multi-pass real-
time rendering techniques that do not rely on the presence
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of surfaces. This provides enhanced occlusion and an in-
tuitive, non-photorealistic silhouette effect, as well as real-
time shadows, to greatly enhance the perception of the three-
dimensional forest structure.
2. Prior Work
Most software for processing and analyzing forest Li-
DAR, such as Fusion/LDV [McG09], ArcGIS [Sum11], las-
tools [IS07], TerraScan [Ter13], or LiDAR Viewer [Kre13],
include point cloud visualization. But because forest LiDAR
data lacks smooth surfaces, interactive motion, slicing, and
coloring the points by height are the main techniques em-
ployed; Fusion/LDV and LiDAR Viewer can also use stereo.
These visualizations are, in general, quite difficult to inter-
pret.
The lack of smooth surfaces, and hence of point normals,
prevents the use of standard physically-based rendering
models. In particular, common point-cloud renderings based
on lighting and blending point splats to give the appear-
ance of surfaces, eg. [ZPVBG01, RPZ02], are not helpful.
Most point-based NPR algorithms [ZS04, XC04, PKG03]
also need to estimate surface normals or detect edges. Our
multi-pass NPR silhouette rendering technique is similar
to an approach for terrestrial LiDAR data due to Xu et
al. [XNYC04]. We improve the interaction between neigh-
boring objects using a depth-aware approach also used for
NPR rendering of lines [EBRI09]. The silhouette technique
is also related to a well-known z-buffer trick for hidden line
removal, and to the more modern idea of depth buffer prim-
ing for z-culling.
An important issue in point-based rendering is managing
large point clouds through level-of-detail (LOD) data struc-
tures, e.g. [RL00, BWK02, PGK02]. This issue is very rele-
vant to forest LiDAR, but it is not the subject of this paper;
we find that reasonably large LiDAR data sets can be han-
dled directly by current graphics hardware.
3. Rendering
The input to our rendering algorithm is a set of points, po-
tentially with color information, either from a photographic
texture or representing the output of some analysis opera-
tion. No point normals are provided. Our first rendering pass
generates shadow maps for lighting, and our second pass is a
depth-buffer technique for the silhouette effect and enhanced
occlusion. A final pass completes both the shading and the
silhouettes, along with color.
Shadow map pass: We employ a point-based version of
standard shadow mapping, a venerable technique [Wil78,
RSC87] well-suited to modern graphics hardware [ERC01].
Simply put, if an object is visible from the point of view of
the light source, then there is a path from the light to the ob-
ject and that object is illuminated. Since the scene is static,
we update the shadow map, only when the user changes the
direction of the light source, improving performance.
Silhouette and occlusion pass: The entire scene is rendered
in an initial silhouette and occlusion pass, storing both color
and depth information as usual. Using the stored depth infor-
mation in a z-test in the final pass (below) prevents occluded
fragments from appearing in the output image. We render
the points larger in this depth pass than they will be in the fi-
nal pass. This occludes points that are further away from the
viewer. We color the enlarged points black, so that when the
points are rendered with their proper color in the final pass,
they appear to have a black border.
Figure 3: Rendered as disks normal to the viewing direc-
tion (downwards), points near each other can form an oc-
cluding sequence and appear all black. When rendered as
paraboloids (right), like the tapering used in [EBRI09], this
is much less likely.
One issue we found is that when a dense set of points have
the same (or very similar but monotonically changing) depth
values, they can create a sequence of points for which p1
occludes p2, which occludes p3, which occludes p4, and so
on, creating thick black lines or regions; see Figure 3. With
forest LiDAR, this occurred on trees in the distance, where
depth values are low-resolution, and for LiDAR scan lines
of points on the ground in some views. We solved this prob-
lem by increasing the depth value of each fragment in the
silhouette depth buffer by its squared distance to the center
of the rendered point, effectively replacing each silhouette
disc with a parabolic cap, with the rounded end pointing to-
ward the camera. Neighboring points are no longer occluded
if they have the same depth value.
Points very near the camera each have their own silhou-
ette, so that benefits of the rendering technique (occlusion,
indication of depth discontinuities) are lost. We get a more
comprehensible visualization by increasing the size of the
silhouettes for near-field points, which tends to fill the gaps
between foreground points, maintaining the impression of a
solid object.
Shading pass: Our final pass uses the depth buffer from the
silhouette pass as well as the stored shadow map from the
shadow pass. Depending on the rendering mode, the shader
selects the per-fragment color from a choice of the original
color data stored with the LiDAR data, color data represent-
ing the results of some analysis, or coloring based on the
elevation of the point. The z-buffer test determines whether
the fragment will be rendered. The shadow-map depth test is
performed, and the fragment is shaded accordingly.
Design Decisions: We settled on this combination of sil-
houettes, occlusion, and shadows after experimenting with
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Figure 2: A comparison of several rendering techniques in isolation. From left to right: raw point cloud, shadowing, depth
cueing, silhouetting, and ambient occlusion. All examples are rendered with textures supplied with the data. Depth cueing is
almost completely drowned out when rendered with colored points.
several point cloud visualization methods. Most point-based
rendering techniques compute and uses a normal vector at
each point. We tried generating normals by fitting a plane to
a Gaussian-weighted neighborhood around each point. This
inherently introduces some smoothing. Using small neigh-
borhoods gave normals that were quite noisy, creating a
distracting glittery effect when used for lighting. Enough
smoothing to produce coherent lighting eliminated useful
detail.
While depth cueing works well on it’s own, when com-
bined with silhouetting its effects are largely overridden.
It also interferes with shadowing and obscures data in the
background.
While the images produced by ambient occlusion with
forest LiDAR are aesthetically pleasing and do enhance the
perception of surface shape better than simple shadowing,
especially in still images, the computational cost resulted
in a significant drop in performance. Common performance
improvements for ambient occlusion, such as calculating
shading at a lower resolution than the framebuffer, resulted
in increased noise and graininess and did not provide suffi-
cient performance gain.
Data, Implementation, and Performance: The dataset in
Figure 1 is a wet tropical area, provided by the Trop-
ical Ecology Assessment and Monitoring (TEAM) Net-
work [Tro09]. The Northern coniferous forests in Figures
4 and 5 are from Huboldt County, California and Panther
Creek, Oregon. We use tiles containing 2.9, 1.7, and 2.2 mil-
lion points respectively, each taken from larger datasets con-
taining several hundred million points. Point density varied
from 2.9 pt/m2 in Costa Rica to 19.8 pt/m2 in Panther Creek.
Our code uses OpenGL 3.3, with Python 2.7 and Pyglet
1.1.4. To maintain interactive performance, we try to keep
as much processing on the GPU as possible, so much of the
work is done in fragment shaders. On all of our three ex-
ample datasets, we achieve rendering frame rates of at least
20fps on an NVIDIA GTX 480.
4. Applications
One of the interesting research frontiers in forest LiDAR
analysis is the segmentation of individual trees from the
forest canopy, and from sub-canopy vegetation to the ex-
tent possible [HI99,PW04,KHW06,KLL∗07,LHN13]. Tree
segmentation is challenging, and since ground-truth data
is expensive to collect and difficult to align with LiDAR
(GPS measurements tend to be inaccurate under heavy forest
canopies), tree segmentations are also difficult to validate.
With our improved rendering, we can use visualization to
estimate whether a computed tree segmentation is plausible.
In Figure 4 we visualize the results of the StarSac tree seg-
mentation program of Shafii et al. [SHH∗09, TSHH11] on
LiDAR from the Humboldt county forest. In Figure 4, we
examine an output segmentation, indicated by color, with
our visualization. This visual inspection can then be used as
feedback to tune parameters in the segmentation algorithm.
Another form of analysis is classifying regions of the for-
est based on their three-dimensional structure. For instance,
in [SHTA13] the three-dimensional point distributions in
small vertical sections of the LiDAR point cloud are clus-
tered based on a metric for comparing distributions. In Fig-
ure 5 we an unsupervised clustering result, using slicing to
see “into" the dense forest from the side. With our rendering
it is easy to verify that the clustering does identify patches
with differing forest structure, and also allows the user to
interpret the meaning of the clusters.
5. Evaluation
We asked 12 PhD students in forest ecology to evaluate this
visualization as a verification tool and as a tool for general
forest browsing. As an example of a gestalt visualization
task, each participant was asked to classify a forest plot as
riparian (near a river) or not riparian. As an example of a ver-
ification task, we asked them to identify spurious trees gen-
erated by Fusion/LDV’s automatic canopy peak finding al-
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Figure 4: Part of the the colored point cloud indicating a segmentation of the California forest LiDAR dataset into individual
trees, output by the StarSac software. Light gray points belong to no tree, other colors are chosen using a graph coloring heuristic
to show the separation between trees. On the right, the same point cloud is rendered with silhouettes and occlusion using our
technique. The enhanced rendering clarifies the three-dimensional structure of the point cloud, making it more apparent where
the segmentation works nearly perfectly, where it misses some trees, and where it divides a few trees into two or more segments.
Figure 5: Our visualization makes it easier to validate and interpret the results of an unsupervised clustering algorithm. For
example, the outlining (especially the lack thereof on points too close to the ground for the silhouette to appear) makes it clear
that most clusters have points scattered in different regions of the canopy while the blue cluster is made up of only ground
points. Trees in the teal cluster have most of their points concentrated in the dense higher canopies while trees in the green
cluster have points scattered in the lower areas. The grid texture on the ground improves the perception of relative depth.
gorithm. Their answers were compared to ground-truth col-
lected by one of us (PT). Each test was performed several
times using either a simple point cloud or our outlining tech-
nique. We did not use color maps, lighting, or fog in an effort
to minimize variables, but we did allow interactive motion so
that some depth perceptions was always possible.
The average scores for both tests were good as shown in
Table 1. Identification of riparian plots was improved with
the silhouette rendering, while success in the more difficult
spurious tree identification was unchanged. There was also
a decrease in time spent on both tasks (Table 2). Feedback
from a short user survey was overwhelmingly positive, re-
porting that participants found the silhouette visualizations
clearer and easier to work with.
Without Silhouettes With Silhouettes
Task Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect
Riparian 53% 47% 65% 35%
Peaks 89% 11% 87% 13%
Table 1: Effect of silhouettes on task accuracy.
Task Without Silhouettes With Silhouettes
Riparian 23.6 sec 22.8 sec
Peaks 44.9 sec 36.1 sec
Table 2: Effect of silhouettes on task duration.
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